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The purpose of this inv~stigation is to d~termine 
the effect of slow steady flow on the reflection and 
transmission characteristics of acoustic filters. 
A standing wave tube and transmission tube apparatus, 
designed and built by a previous investigator, was 
modified to accept slow steady flow. ~eflection charac-
teristics were d~termined from measurements made on 
the inlet side of the filters investigated. These data 
along with measurements taken with the transmission 
tube apparatus were used to determine transmission 
characteristics. The calculations wer~ simplified by 
terminating the filters anechoically. The filters used 
in this investigation were an expansion chamber, an 
automobile type muffler with adjustable elements, and a 
replac~ment automobile muffler. Experimentally determined 
ii 
characteristics of the expansion chamber were in good 
agreement with theoretically det0rmined characteristics. A 
major conclusion of this investigation is that standing wave 
measurements can be made in the presence of slow steady 
flow. ~ecommendations for future investigations are made. 
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I NTKODUCT I ON 
Noise is a major problem in today•s society. As a 
result, new and improved m~thods for control 1 ing noise 
are needed. The basic rule of noise control is to design 
or modify th~ construction of the machine or devtcc so 
that it is 1ess noisy. If, after modification of the 
design, the device is still too noisy, then one must 
resort to on~ or more of the thre~ standard techniques 
for noise control as stated by Beranek [2] . 
relocating, muff] ing, or enclosing the devic~. 
They are 
This 
report is concerned with the noise control technique of 
muffling. 
Present 1 y, intake and exhaust s i 1 encers are dt;;;S i gned 
by ''trial and error 11 • This is done by building a prototype 
and testing it on the vehicle or apparatus to be silenced. 
After being evaluated, the prototype design is ~ith~r 
accepted or modified. I f mod i f i L: d , i t i s a g a i n i n s t a 1 1~-' d 
1 
on the vehicle or apparatus to be silcnc~d and re-evaluated. 
This process is continued until the desir~d results are 
obtaint:!d. 
This process can· be improvad by designing silenc~rs 
from individual ~lements whose acoustic characteristics 
have been determined under operating flow and 
temperdture conditions. These churdcteristics could 
then be combined according to plane wave theory to 
predict the performdnce of the silencer. 
Previous investigators [3, 8, 28] huve determined 
static (no flow) vo1ues of the dCOustic chdracteristics 
of individual elements commonly used in silencers which 
operate under steddy flow conditions. The objective 
of this investigation WdS to modify the existing stonding 
WdVe tube {Fig. l) so th~t it would be Copoble of onolyzing 
the reflection ch~ructeristics of silencer elements 6nd 
complete silencers under operdting conditions of steddy 
flow. 
This resedrCh is d step towards attaining the lev~} 
of knowledge to design or modify a silencer without the 
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I I REVIEW OF LITE~ATURE 
A. Effect of Tube Attenuation 
4 
When working with sound waves traveling in acoustical 
wave guides, energy loss within the tube must be considered. 
This loss, due to the combination of viscous and thermal 
conduction effects at the tube boundaries, causes attenu-
ation of the sound pressure of a w~ve propagoting through 
the tube and a decrease in propag~tion velocity. 
The attenuation of the sound pressure is exponential 
and increase linearly with distance. 
form [13]: 
It is of the 
where 
-«. (?\"~ - ?C,) 
P2 == P, e 
P, =sound pressure at x 1 
p2 ::. sound pressure at x 2 
«:attenuation constant 
( 1 ) 
Helmholtz and Kirchhoff [4] were the first to show the 
theoretical value of the attenuation constant to be 
where 
c _propagation velocity of sound 
r = tube radius 
UJ =frequency of sound signal, rad~/sec. 
( 2) 
'l{ = r c.. t i o of the spec i f i c heats , C p / Cv 
[ J Ve.. L"'' = Z_,u /UJ 
'lz. Lv = [z K/p Cp w] , where 
~ kinemdtic vis cos; t y 
K thermal conductivity 
I' mass density 
Cp specific heat dt constdnt pressure 
Cv specific heat dt constdnt volume 
After toking the results of numerous investigators 
into considerdtion, Beranek [1] concluded thdt the 
dttenuation constdnt for the cose of normal undried dir 
* in tubes with thin walls exposed to the surroundings is 
best described by Kirchhoff's equdtion incredsed by 15 
percent. The attenudtion constdnt then becomes 
« = 3. 18 )( I 0- 5 f Vz./,. , c m -I ( 3) 
This is the expression for the theoretical dttenudtion 
constdnts used by Simon [28] dnd in this thesis. 
The equation [27] for the speed of sound in a tube 
of rodius r, dCCOrding to Kirchhoff, is 
c' := c. [I - 2 r (;})•72] em jsec (4) 
*This corresponds closely to the conditions under which 
experimental measurements were mdde by Simon [28] ond in 
this investigdtion. 
.,,_ t( J /2. 
where L vh = [ v] +- (~-I) [ ~ C ] 
0 p 
C - ddiobatic speed of sound in free spdce 
v- - k i nemc t i c v is cos c i t y, 
~ - rC:ltio of specific hecits 
K 
thermcl diffusivity, 
Experimentdl verificotion of this formuldtion in the 
frequency range of 400 to 4,000 cps is given by Scott [26]. 
He found thdt the theoretical dnd experimental Vdlues 
ore in close dgreement. 
Higher order transverse modes of vibration Cdn 
exist if boundary conditions are not satisfied by the 
plane wave assumption. Transverse modes are excited in 
a tube if the wavelength of sound propagoting through 
it is less than a critical multiplier of the tube rodius. 
Tronsverse modes are excited at a discontinuity but do 
not propagate unless the wavelength is less than o 
critical multipJ ier of the maximum transverse dimension. 
Roy1eigh [23] predicted thot higher modes could be 
neg l e c ted for A. C!:. 3. I 4-1 3 r,. 
Hartig dnd Swanson [ 11] , and M i 1 es [ 19, 20]found 
that the first transverse mode is excited and propoguted wh~n 
A=I.G4r. 
Sabin~..~ [25] statt.=!d that transverse rnoo.:;s of vibration 
can be expect: ·.;jd to occur at A =41T. Howev~r, with th~ ap-
paratus he used, interference was not c:ncount~r~d unt i 1 th2 
frequ8ncy approached th~..~ second transv~rsc: mode or ~=Z.r. 
Davis, Stok~s, Moor~, and Stev~ns [6] found that 
~xperim~nta1 data agre~d closely with plan~ wav~ th~ory for 
cylindrical mufflers until the first transvers(; moo~ was 
excited within th~ muffl~rs. This occurred wh~n~ver i\ ~ 
0.82.d, whdre d is the internal diameter of the muffl~r. 
Gatley [o] and Buckley [3] found discr~pancics in 
exp~rim0ntal phase angJ0 measur~ments as compared to valu~s 
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predicted from plane wav~ theory. A probable cause app~area 
to be excitation of higher-order transverse mod~s of 
vibration near discontinuities. 
Simon [2b] investigated th~ effects of highcr-ord~r 
transverse mocL~s of vi brat ion. The experim~ntal apparatus 
consist~d of standing wave and transmission tub~ equip-
m8nt plus an 0xpansion chamber. The ~xpansion chamb~r was 
12.46 inch~s long, had an internal diameter of 9.96 inches, 
and inlet and outlet diamet~rs of 0~430 inches~ The ob-
jective of his examination was to d~termin~ if correction 
factors could b~ obtain~d that would p~rmit th~ use of one-
dimensional plane v..;av...; theory in a region where thr,.;:e-
dimensional 0ffects could not be negl~cted. 
were not conclusive. 
The results 
C. Stea£y Flow ~nd Tempe r a tur e Effects 
Severa l a uthors ha ve inve stigated the effec ts of 
steady f l ow on the propogdtion of pl an~ waves . From Mors e 
a nd ln gd r d [ 21] , the time of t r a v e l for a plane wave 
pulse back a nd forth in a tube of l ength L with no flow 
is 
( 5) 
Th e r e fore, the fundament a l p l a ne wave reson a nce fr e quency 
of t he tube is 
( 6) 
Th e round trip time for a pulse with f l ow is 
( 7 ) 
where V = velocity of flow. 
Equd tion (7) can be reduced to 
I T, / (• - Mz) T, - (8) 
wh e r e M v jc 
Th e reson a nce frequency become s 
f, I = ( I - M 2. ) f , (9) 
From ( 9) it can be seen th c. t the pres e nce of f 1 ow 1 owers 
the r eson dnce frequency of th e tube . 
T r i rnmer [ 30 J mode a th e ore t i ca 1 a pproa ch to the 
be h a vior of sound waves in o pipe t hrough which t he medium 
is moving a t a steady velocity V. Theory indicates thot 
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the resononces of pipes are affected by steady flow so 
thot the resonanc~ peaks are fldttened, while the 
separation between resondnce points is reduced by the 
factor 1- (vjc)z. 
In two companion publications, Lambert [15, 16] 
investigated the effect of ~ moving medium on the 
insertion loss of ci side- branch filter. In the first 
publication calculations of insertion loss were carried 
out foro constant-velocity source and a side-branch 
resonator. It was found thdt the positions of the cut-off 
frequencies and the level of the characteristic impedance 
of the filter were functions of the flow Mach number, ciS 
well dS geometry. The scale at which Mach effects become 
important was reported to be dependent upon the geometry 
of the f i 1 te r • In a second paper, Lambert stated that the 
insertion loss of a side-branch filter was particularly 
sensitive to flow velocities for frequencies in the 
vicinity of the fundamental resononce point. Experiment 
showed that the insertion loss property of the filter can 
be destroyed unless the flow ve1ocities were associated 
with very low Mach number (less thcln 0.01). For suf-
ficiently high fJows, independent measurements of sound 
excitation of the side branch by flow indicated that 
dppreciab1e "se1f-noise 11 caused by flow-induced forced 
vibrations was in evidence. Vortices shed over the mouth 
of the resonator were thought to be the cause of these 
vibrations. It dppeared as if the vortex system was 
stabi1 ized somewhat by the action of the resonant system. 
Meyer, Mechel, and Kurtze [18] experimentally 
investigated the influence of a turbulent air stream on 
the sound attenuation in ducts 1 ined with sound absorbing 
materials or structures of different kinds. A decrease 
of absorption with increasing flow velocity was observed 
for 1 inings consisting either of porous mdteria1s or 
sufficiently damped Helmholtz resonators. Helmholtz 
resonators were damped by placing si1k tissue over the 
holes, causing increased flow resistance. An increase 
of the frequency of maximum absorption for the resoncitors 
was observed. The authors reported that negative attenu-
dtion as well as self-excitation can occur when undamped 
Helmholtz resonators are used for the 1 ining of silencer 
ducts. 
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Powell [22] calculates the reflection and trunsmission 
characteristics at cross section variations in a duct with 
flow. The analytical results apply to 11 almost conica1 11 
ducts, either convergent or divergent with the incident 
wave propagating with or against the flow direction. Based 
upon the analytical results, an approximate method is 
demonstrated for ducts of other form. 
An onalyticdl approach was mdde by Smith [29] to 
determine the effect of a slow steady flow* of ideal 
fluid upon a superimposed pure-tone sound field. For 
one dimensional fields, it was shown that the steady 
flow has no direct effect on the acoustic admittance 
or the magnitudes of acoustic pressure and particle 
velocity. 
Ronneberger and Schilz [24] investigoted the propa-
gation of sound in air flow through tubes with variations 
in cross section at flow velocities of 100- 200 m/s. 
Measurements were mdde in d circular tube (85 mm I.D.) 
at frequencies from 0.3 KHz to 1.5 KHz. The reflection 
coefficient at the tube end was reduced to less than 2% 
by an adjustable closing. Pure tones of 130 - 140 db were 
used to obtain sound levels well above the flow noise. 
Nonlinearities were disregarded in the range of measuring 
dCcuracy. It was demonstrated thut the acoustic chorac-
teristics of a smooth variation in cross section agreed 
1 1 
well with theory. The theory states that the reflection of 
----------
*He considered a flow slow enough to justify opproximuting 
it as incompressible, without any terms of second order in 
the steady flow variables. 
acoustic ..;nergy fro:11 such transitions shovvs littl~.; 
change during flow, while th~ sound pressure refJ~ct ion 
co~fficient is increas~d considerably, and that the sum 
of the transmitted ana reflected sound en~rgi~s is equal 
to the incident en~rgy. 
Harris [10] investigat~~d the effect of temperature 
on attenuation at a relative humitity of SO%, for constant 
values of fr~qu~ncy. He found that att~nuation d~cr~asea 
with an increase of temperature in the temperature rang~ 
of 10 to 30° C. In this temperature range the attenuation 
J2 
coefficient decruas~d from .06 Lo .03 for a frequ~ncy of 
12.5 KHz, and from .02 to .01 for a fr~qu~ncy of 6.3 KHz. 
0 • ~ c o~?..!l~E.i! t e r An a l.L?..l2. 
The following is a review of 1 it~rature from 1950 
Lhrough 1969. An ext~nsive review of 1 iteratur~ back Lo 
1922 can b~ found in a thesis prepar~d by Simon [2d] . 
In an analysis and inv\jstigation of trH~ pcrformanc~,.:; 
of multipl~ Helmholtz resonators by McGinnis [17] it 
was found that in most cases th0 uncoupl~d natural fr~­
quencies of separat0 cavities arc: v12ry diffe::rent from 
th~ frequencies of a coupled system.. The large number of 
param~tcrs involved in the calculations made it possibl~ 
to hav~ more than one configuration of the network for a 
13 
given frequency spectrum or, as stated by the author, if 
a frequency spectrum is analyzed, the resonator system is 
not thereby determined. As resonators were added, the 
number of modes of vibrations was seen to increase. An 
increase in the conductivity of the throat or neck, as in 
the case of 6 single resonator, was said to be dttended by 
an increase in the ndtural frequencies of vibration, ond on 
increase in the volume of any cavity resulted in a decrease 
in the natural frequencies. Also, increasing the length 
of the aperture was reported to bring about a decrease in 
the resonant frequency. 
In a study by Lambert [14] the factors influencing th~ 
damping of resonators containing air indicated that 
mechanical losses due to the vibrations of the wa11s were 
experimental 1y significant. During experimental studies 
on sound waves propdgated in a thin-walled cylindrical 
tube, the author found that the measured attenuation was 
dependent upon the thickness of the shell. It was a 1 so 
found that mechanical Joss due to the damped vibration 
of the side wa11s was in evidence. The author noted that 
the role played by this factor should not be over-looked 
in precise studies employing thin-walled tubes. 
Davis, Stokes, Moore, and Stevens [6] made an 
investigation to determine the 1 imitations of the 
equations for the attenuation of various types of 
muff 1 er configurations. I nc1 uded were s i ng1 e-chamber 
and multiple-chamber mufflers of both the expansion 
chamber and resonator types, tuned side-branch tubes, 
and the combination of an expansion chamber with a 
resonator. Measurements were made with an impedance tube 
at room temperature without flow. 
1_4 
Igarashi and Toyama [12] have theoretically and 
experimentally investigated the attenuation characteristics 
of expansion chambers, resonators and combinations of the 
two. The effect of sound absorbing material placed with-
in the filters was also considered. Four terminal network 
theory was used to calculate the attenuation characteristics 
of the filters. Experimental measurements were made with 
the filters terminated anechoically at both ends. Tee 
fittings connected a sound source and fixed microphone to 
the filter•s inlet and outlet. The anechoic terminations, 
sound source, and microphone were packed in sand to prevent 
any system vibrations. Experimentally determined attenu-
ation characteristics were in good agreement with the 
theoretically predicted values except at higher frequencies, 
where one dimensional theory was no longer applicable due 
to the presence of higher order transverse modes of 
vibration. 
In d study by Danner t5] the importdnce of muffler 
location was investigated. Three locations were investi-
gated: 1) near the front of the vehicle or where the 
acoustical length of the exhaust pipe equals one htilf the 
tail-pipe length, 2) in the center of the exhdust system 
or where the acoustical length of the exhwust pipe and 
the tail pipe are approximately equal, and 3) with the 
muffler located at the extreme rear of the exhaust system 
where the entire system is mdde up of an exhoust pipe and 
a muffler with a short stub tail pipe. Sound pressure 
level (dB) data were obtained with a microphone located 
approximately 18 inches from the end of the tail pipe. 
Curves of firing frequency versus sound pressure level 
(dB) were plotted for the different muffler locations. 
Danner found that a muffler must be designed for a given 
location to obtain moximum silencing. 
]5 
Gatley [8] proposed a design procedure for mufflers 
used in the suction and dischdrge 1 ines of smo11 refriger-
ation systems. The procedure requires that the reflection 
und transmission characteristics of the muffler•s component 
elements be determined. The overall muffler chardcteristics 
are then determined using plane wave theory. This is 
occompl ished by combining the elements in a sequential 
manner. Gatley also predicted the performance of a 
muffler in an operating refrigeration system by combining 
the reflection dnd transmission characteristics for the 
muffler with the acoustical characteristics of the system 
at the inlet dnd outlet of the muffler. 
16 
Gatley cindlyzed dnd compored three different methods 
for measuring reflection chordcteristics of smd) 1 ocoustica1 
elements. A standing wave tube specifically designed 
for small diameter (0.5 in.) tubing is recommended. An 
dnechoic termination for the measuring system was designed 
to simp1 ify the calculdtion of both transmission und re-
flection factors from measured data. 
Comparison of theoretical and measured reflection 
and transmission characteristics for plane discontinuities 
and expansion chambers showed relatively good agreement 
dt the lower frequencies but not dt the higher frequencies 
where the effects of higher-order transverse modes of 
vibration beccme pronounced. 
Buckley L3] discussed the design, construction, and 
evaluation of standing wave tubes of 0.43 inch 0.0. ilnd 
1.87 inch O.D~ These sizes were selected becouse of 
their potential use in refrigeration and automotive 
exhaust dpp1 ications. The experimental analysis of o 
varidble length expansion chamber is compared to its 
theoretically determined ch~racteristics to demonstrate 
the usefulness of the equipment. 
Simon [28] determined the reflection and transmission 
characteristics of seven reactive filter elements in 
17 
the frequency range from 500 to 2000 Hz. The elements 
consisted of bends, coils, and tees in 0.430 inch I.D. tJ0~s. 
Simon describes the design, construction and 
evaluation of a 2-inch 1.0. standing wave tube cippdratus. 
The apparatus was eva1u~ted over a frequency range from 
50 to 3500 Hz. and was found to produce very uccurate 
and consistent results. This apparatus with modifications 
for flow was used in the investigdtion to analyze the 
reflection characteristics of acoustic filters under 
operating conditions of steady flowA 
Simon also describes a method for measuring the 
attenuation effects produced in 0.430 inch I.D- hardened 
copper refrigeration tubing. 
Simon's thesis is particularly valuable for its 
extensive 1 ist of references. 
Fukuda [7] developed and experimentally evdluated 
dttenucition formulas for the design of mufflers as opposed 
to transmission loss formulas. He defines attenuation as 
the difference between the sound pressure level (SPL') 
with no sil~nc~r attach~d and sound pr~ssur~ l~vel (SPL) 
with the silenc~r attached, at a fixed distance from the 
~nd of the pipe. 
Findings of other inv~stigators presented in the 
1 iterature review were considered when making this 
inv~stigation. This investigation d~velops a m~thod for 
analyzing filters in the presence of slow steady flow. 
The effects of flow are determined for several filters. 
I I I ACOUSTIC PLANE WAVE THEOKY 
A. Solution of the Pldne Wave Equdtion 
The derivdtion of the dCOustic WdVe equdtion can 
be found in dny bdsic text in a~oustics. The three 
dimensional wove equdtion in Cartesian coordinotes is 
I ~2p 
c2- W ( 1 0) 
where P = sound pressure 
C- propogation velocity of sound 
t :::. time 
Sound pressure is a function of one dimension dnd 
time for p1une Wdves. Choosing x dS the independent 
dimension dnd removing y vnd z dependency, (10) becomes 
the pl0ne wave equdtion 
~2p I t)2p 
~xz: - c-,. ati ( 1 J ) 
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The generdl solution to the plone wove equdtion (11), 
according to Berdnek [2] , Cdn be expressed ciS the sum 
of two terms 
p (;c, t) :. f ( t - f) + 9 (t +f) ( 1 2) 
where f 0nd g dre arbitrdry functions. It is necessary, 
however, thdt f and 9 both hdve continuous first und 
second derivdtives. 
Equation (12) stdtes thdt sound pressure dt 
locdtion x for dny time t is composed of two pressure 
waves traveling in opposite directions. The wave 
f (t- x/c) is traveling in the positive x direction 
( a w a y f r om t h e s au r ce ) , wh i 1 e the wave g ( t + xI c) i s 
traveling in the negative x direction. 
Equation (11) can also be expressed in ~xponential 
notation for a harmonic boundary condition of the 
form ejwt: 
P(x,t) ( 1 3) 
or 
where (Fig. 2) p (x,t) = The complex value of the sound 
pressure at location x for any 
time t. 
The complex value of a sound 
pressure wave traveling in the 
negative x direction and having 
magnitude A,..~ lA, I and phase ang 1 e 
of zero degrees. 
s, The complex value of a sound 
pressure wave traveling in the 
positive x direction having 
magnitude B..,= IB, I and a phase 
angle with respect to A. 
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Recd11 ing equation (12) it is seen thdt for frequency w 
7( B 
j (e -~..1 jwt f(t-c;)= me c"e ( 1 5) 
( 1 6) 
B. Refle£!ion Factor 
Consider the situdtion dS shown in Fig. (3). A 1 is 
the wave incident on the filter, A2 is the tronsmitted 
wave, C~nd 8 1 is the reflected wave. Since the filter is 
terminated anechoically, B~ is zero. We mdy thus define 
a reflection factor R dS 
. 
e.,. e J 8 
Artt 
( 1 7) s, R= ~ 
I 
where eje expresses the phase re1dtionship between the 
reflected and the incident waves. 
The transmission factor T is defined os 
T= ( 18) 
where T and Aa are complex values. Termindting the 
filter anechoica11y medns that only the free progressive 
wave A 2 exists behind the filter. 
The wave equdtion (14) Cdn be modified to account 
for tube attenuotion by including dn exponential chdnge 
in the m~gnitudes of A dnd B. The resulting sound 
pressure is 
22 
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I t can be s h own [ 3 , 8 , 2 8] t h a t the res u 1 t i n g 
expression for reflection factor magnitude, knowing a 
sound pressure minimum and a sound pressure maximum, is 
I R' e,., P e C( X""" - ~ e fl( ~ trM:1I - - ma~ ,.," A,.. P. -atx R -<x 
nta;r e "''" + "'"' • m•..c 
{20) 
where Pmax - maximum sound pressure 
-
Pmin - minimum sound pressure 
Xmax- location of maximum sound 
pressure relative to the filter 
Xmin = location of minimum sound 
pressure relative to the filter 
« = attenuation constant 
e: base of natural logarithms 
Using a sound pressure minimum, the expression for the 
reflection factor phase angle is 
8 = 2. *' "'• """ -"1J" 1 n =smallest odd integer 
yielding a negative 
value for & ( 2 1 ) 
where c 1 =speed of sound in a tube 
w =circular frequency, radians per second 
To determine the reflection factor magnitude at 
1ow frequencies, the measurement and location of one 
sound pressure minimum dnd dnother arbitrary sound 
* pressure are used. The expression for the reflection 
factor mdgnitude using one sound pressure minimum cind 
another arbitrary sound pressure is [3, 8, 28] : 
IRI - A e ~· x ... ,,. - P eec )( "''" ~ ~·n (22) 
where 
= '/2 [ P + ( p 'I. - 2 ( P!rn - p ~) )] 'It J 
"'"' "'"' a -cos • 
(23) 
The phase angle dSSOCiated with R is determined oS 
before from (21). 
C. Trdnsmission Factor 
Trunsmissjon factor is defined dS the ratio of the 
dmp1 itudes of the trdnsmitted wave to the incident WdVe 
cind the re1~tive phase angle between the trdnsmitted wave 
dnd the incident wave. It is determined by combining the 
complex value of reflection factor with volues of dnd 
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reldtive phase angle between, the sound pressure obt~ined 
dt known locdtions on either side of the filter [3, 8, 28]. 
The grophico1 Cdlculation of the transmission fdctor, 
aS shown in Fig. (4), begins by ussuming thdt the Vulue 
of the incident wave at the filter inlet, denoted by A, 
has o value of one dt un ungle of zero degrees. The 
r e f 1 e c ted wove cJ t t he f i 1 t e r i n l e t , B, At 8 , i s then o b t d i ned 
_____ , 
*In the stdnding wave tube used in this investigdtion 
two sound pressure minimd can not be detected at or 
below 200 Hz. 
r 
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at Ans_~ 1 e et{ 
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B l - Kef 1 ected Wav·c at x 1 
cl- Total Sound Pressure at Xj 
C 2 - T o t a 1 S ou n d P r ;; s s u r ~ a t x 2 
A~_ Transmitted Wave at Filter Outlet 
L 
at Angle 81 
Figure 4 Graphical Det~rmination of the Transmission 
Factor For an Arbitrary Filt~r 
from the complex product of the reflection fdctor cind 
~ 1 • At locdtion X1 the incident wave A 1 hds a positive 
phdse angle of~ -x1 C:lnd due to attenuc;;;tion hciS a m--.;gnitude 
greater thdn A 1 of 111,'1 = IA,Ieoc~, .. Similorly, the reflected 
I 
wave clt X 1 , 8 1 , hc.s a negative phdse ongle~)(, c..nd 
has ci magnitude less th6n 8 1 ofJB,'J=I~I~ Rotating A11 dnd 
I 
B1 through the proper phdse dng 1 es ond c~dd i ng them 
vectoricilly yields the totdl sound pressure vector, c 1 , 
at location X1 • The rnedsured values of tot~l sound 
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pressure at locations X1 and X~ ore P1 ond P2 respectively. 
Multiplying C1 by the rotio dnd rotc~ting the results 
through the reldtive phdse angle between P2 dnd P 1 yields 
the total sound pressure vector, c 2 , of the transmitted 
wave dt locution X2 . Since the filter is terminated 
dnechoically the total sound pressure ot x2 is due solely 
to the trdnsmitted wave. To find A 2 , the v(..Jlue of the 
transmitted wave dt the filter outlet, C~ is rotated 
through the positive phase angle~~~, and corrected for 
d t t e n u a t i on b y i ncr e as i n g i t s m d g n i t u de b y e -c X~ ilt · , I A~= I '2.1 e c~ 
The complex vc~Jue of the transmission fdctor, T is then 
T = A2.. 4. &1 { 24) ~ 
D. Expdnsion Chamber Chdrocteristics 
An exponsion chamber consists of two pldne dis-
continuities with d connecting tube in between. The 
expansion chomber in Fig. {5) consists of d simple 
expdnding element having a cross-sectionol area increuse 
of 5 1 to S~, d connecting tube of cross-sectional dred 
s 2 , and d simple contrccting element having d cross-
sect i ond 1 ore a deere ase from S~ to S 1 The complex 
value of the reflection fdctor for the expdnsion chcmber 
is 
. w 
R -r. ,-; e-J2. c L. 
R R -t a • a (25) 
= I I - Rz Rs e-lz. f L 
The complex vulue of the trdnsmission f~ctor for the 
expdnsion chamber is 
·"'L 
-J c 
T, Ta e T= (26) 
A complete derivdtion of these equ~tions can be found 
in Gdt1ey [8] , Buck1ey [3] , Simon [28], und Gegesky [9] . 
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Figure 5 A Simple Expansion Chamber 
IV. DESiGN, DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF STEADY FL~J 
APPAKATUS FOR TWO-INCH I.D. STANDING WAVE TUBE 
In most applications of reactive type filters, 
flow through the filter is present. This investigation 
deals with automotive type filters used in both intak~ 
and exhaust silencing. Flow information for this 
application was needed to design the test ~quipment 
for simulating actual conditions. 
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Typical flow information was obtain~d from a 330 cu. in. 
V-d engine with single exhaust.* A pitot tub~ was installed 
in the exhaust pipe eight inches upstream from the open 
end to measure velocity pressure. Engine rpm was held 
'"-/( 
constant until the slope gauge reading stabiJ fzed. Exhaust 
velocity pressure was then read in inches of water. Keeping 
these values in mind, a steady flow system was then d~signed 
for the two-inch l.D. standing wav~ tube constructed by 
Simon [28] . This standing wave tube is shown in Fig. 6. 
Detailed information on th~ d8sign and evaluation of this 
standing wave tube can be found in a thesis by Simon [28] . 
---------*Information from this vehicle was also used in r~f. (9). 
**Flow rates ranged from 31 to 79 cfm for engin~ rpm 
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Figure 6 Schematic of Stancing Wave Tube, Flow System, and Instrumentation 
w 
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B. Flow Induction S~tem 
Several methods of introducing flow were tried, 
leading to the design used in this investigation. Flow 
was introduced into the standing wave tube at the driver 
end with a small centrifugal blower. The sound signal 
was then introduced by an acoustic driver, as illustrated 
. * in F1g. (7). 
Approximate flow rates were measured by the use of 
a pitot static tube located at the blower outlet and 
monitored with a slope gauge (Fig. 8), calibrated in 
inches of water velocity pressure. By locating the pitot 
tube at the driver end of the standing wave tube, it had 
no effect on the standing wave pattern developed by the 
filter being investigated. 
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The blower used was capable of simuldting typical idle 
flow conditions of a 330 cubic inch V-8 with single exh~ust. 
The noise in the standing wave tube due to the blower 
and/or air flow passing the microphone probe was found to 
be at least 30 db below the standing wave minimums 
** encountered in this investigation. (See Appendi~ 2). 
*A "TT~~the equipment used in all phases of this investi-
gation can be found in Appendix 7· 
**Sound pressure levels of 110-120 db were used in this 
investigation. The microphone output was filtered by a 1% 























Figure 8 2-lnch 1.0. Standing Wave Tube 
with Blowe r and Drive r Enclosur e 
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Due to the intensity of the sound propdgating from the 
blower inlet, it was necessary to enclose the blower and 
driver in a fiberglass lined enclosure. (Figs. 7 and 8) 
C. Anechoic Termination 
Reflection and transmission factor calculations were 
simp] ified by terminating the filter or filter element 
being investigated anechoically. An anechoic termindtion 
which allows flow was required for this investigation. 
Various designs were evaluated by observing reflections 
* with the standing wave tube. A tuneable side arm tee and 
tube dividers were investigated and proved unsatisfactory. 
A successful design (Fig. 9) was constructed by inserting 
a steel wool cone, tapering from -i" to 3" in eight feet, 
into a sheet metal cone tapering from 2 11 ID to 4 11 ID in 
8 feet 6 inches. This configuration allowed a one inch 
space around the steel wool cone for air flow. 
The anechoic termination was evaluated by measuring 
** its reflection characteristics. The termination WdS 
attached to the standing wave tube and evaludted with and 
*A true anechoic termination produces no reflections and 
therefore no standing waves are present. 
**The reflection data obtained from the standing wave 
measurements is apalyzed by a digital computer program 
developed by Simon [28] during his investigation. This 
program is presented in Appendix 4. 
Anechoic Termina tion 
fo r Flow 
Figure 9 
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Static Anechoic Termination 
(No F 1 ow) 
Anecho i c Terminations 
without flow over a frequency range from 50 to 1500Hz. 
The results of the reflection factor measurements are 
shown graphically in Fig. 10, along with the reflection 
fdctor characteristics of the anechoic termination* used 
by previous investigators [3,28]. As can be seen from 
Fig. 10, the values of the reflection factor were about 
10% or less for the frequency range of 200 Hz to 1500 Hz. 
This was true for the flow termination both with and 
without flow. Because of significant reflections from 
the anechoic termination below 200Hz, acoustic filter 
37 
performance at low frequencies is subject to interpretation, 
depending on how the magnitude and phase of reflection 
from the anechoic termindtion affect the standing wave. 
For example, reflection from the anechoic termination 
would produce a standing wave between the test filter and 
the anechoic termination. The magnitude of the transmission 
factor obtained under such conditions would be smd11er 
than the anechoic value if the outlet sound pressure was 
measured near a sound pressure minimum dnd greater than 
the anechoic volue if it was measured near a sound pressure 
moximum. The effect on phase angle is unknown. 
*This terminotion consisted of a steel wool cone backed 
by a cy1 inder of steel wool and an adjustable piston, 
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Figure JO Reflection Characteristics of Anechoic 
Terminations 
D. Corrclusions and kecommcndations 
----------------------------
It was concluded that slow steady f1ow can b~ 
introduced with a minimum of noise, th~r~for~ making 
standing wave measurements possible. It was also con-
eluded that an anechoic termination can b~ dev~lop~d to 
handle slow steady flow. 
It is believed that higher flow rates ar~ possibl~ 
with the use of a larger blow0r and the addition of an 
inlet silencer to reduce the blower noise transmitted 
into the standing wave tube. With high~r flow rates it 
may become necessary to provide the microphon8 cavity with 
a pressure-relief channel or a means of pressure equal-
ization. 
It is believed that this apparatus, with a minimum 
--, ( .) 
~" ' 
number of modifications, will be capable of hand] ing st~ady 
flow at elevated temperatures. This could be accompl ish~d 
by ducting the air from the anechoic termination outlet to 
the blower inlet and adding a heating element and thermo-
stat to this air return to maintain a constant air 
temperature. 
It is recommended that the effort required to tra-
verse the microphone be reduced. This may b~ accompl ish..;d 
by modifying the sealing method between the steel band and 
aluminum tube or by the addition of a power traversing system~ 
The addition of o micrometer type adjustment mechonism 
would increose the occuracy of the measuring system. 
It is also recommended thcit an anechoic termination 
which produces smaller reflections be developed. It is 
believed that this may be accomplished by increasing the 
length of the anechoic terminotion. Smaller reflection 
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foctors are definitely needed for accurate low frequency 
anolysis. If the reflection factor of the element being 
tested is 1ow, any reflection from the anechoic terminotion 
will dffect the total measured reflection. However, if 
the reflection from the element is high, reflection from 
the anechoic termindtion is less importdnt. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ACOUSTIC 
CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTIVE FILTERS 
A. Introduction 
------
Three reactive type filters were used in this part 
41 
of the experimental investigation. They were an expdnsion 
chamber, an dUtomotive muffler with adjustable elements, 
and a typical replacement automobile muffler. They are 
shown in Fig. (11). The expansion chamber is 20k inches 
long and has an inside diameter of 5-1/8 inches. It was 
constructed from a double wrapped muffler casing. The 
inlet and outlet tubes were constructed from 1.87 inch 
1.0. aluminum tubing and were centrally located in .25 
inch thick aluminum end caps. 
The adjustable muffler was of the tri-flow design. 
I t is shown s chemd t i ca 11 y in Fig. ( 12) • Its i nterna 1 
* construction was equivalent to the replacement muffler 
also used in this investigation. Three internal adjust-
ments were possible: one chomber divider could be adjusted 
so as to change the length of the outlet expansion chamber; 
and at both the inlet cind outlet a section of louvered 
pipe could be covered or uncovered. More detailed infer-
mation on construction and static (no fJow) evaluation 
;rh;-~~bile muffler was a repldcement muffler for 
d 1965 Chevelle with d 283 cubic inch V-8 engine. 
Expans ion Chamber Adjustable Muffler 
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of this muffler can be found in ref.[9]by Gegesky. 
A]] three filters tested were evaluated by determi-
ning their reflection factors and transmission fcictors 
both with and without flow at frequencies of 50, 100, 
150, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1350, dnd 1500 Hz. 
A]] measurements were mdde with the filters termincited 
anecho i Cci 11 y. 
B. Reflection Fclctor Measurements 
The reflection factor magnitude was determined by 
the measurement of a sound pressure minimum, 6 sound 
pressure maximum, and the distance between the adjacent 
sound pressure minima on either side of the sound pressure 
maximum. Since the location of d sound pressure minimum 
can be medsured with greater dCcuracy than a sound pressure 
mdximum, the location of the sound pressure maximum WdS 
determined from the relationship 
x, .... -X I,..,, + )( 
2 ''"'" 
(27) 
where x •• ,,. and t 2 ,..,,. are t:h~ 1 OCcit ions of two adj dCent 
pressure minima. Accurate measurement of the locution 
of d sound pressure minimum entai11ed measuring the 1occitions 
of equal sound pressures occurring on either side of the 
minimum and using the mean value as its location. From 
Section 1 II the expression for reflection factor mcignitude, 
knowing d sound pressure minimum and a sound pressure 
maxi mum, is 
IR I - P -ex ,.x e ... ,. 
Prn,, e oe X .... ~ (28) 
where P,.., 'C mdximum sound pressure 
P.,.,,. = minimum sound pressure 
X',~ :::: location of maximum sound pressure 
relative to the f i 1 ter 
)( ,,., 
-
location of minimum sound pressure 
reldtive to the f i 1 ter 
dttenuation constdnt 
e bose Of ndtUrdl logarithms 
Using d sound pressure minimum, the expression for 
the reflection fdctor phase angle is 
"' & = 2 c' x.,..,,. - t17f n :::: 1 ,3,5, (29) 
Since 41.1 = 21t'f, c':fA and the distance between two 
ddjacent sound pressure minimum is one half of a wave-
length, the phdse angle can be expressed as 
e - 211" X • ,.,, - t1 T , w he r e n = 1 a r g e s t ( 3 0 ) 
x2.flllfl -x . .,,,. positive integer y i e 1 ding 
o positive va 1 ve for e 
The medsurement of~ must be accurate to within 
approximately 1/3% for dCCUrdte phdse dngle calculdtions 
[3 ,8] To minimize the error in phase angle calculdtions, 
the sound pressure minimum nearest the filter was used. 
To determine the reflection factor mdgnitude at low 
frequencies, the measurement and location of one sound 
pressure minimum and another drbitrdry sound pressure 
are used. The expression for the reflection factor 
magnitude using one sound pressure minimum and another 
arbitrary sound pressure is, from Section I 11-B, 
Atn e .z.« x,.,., - P,..,. e« x,.,,. 
~~ ... l~l - (22) 
where 
A,.. 
2. 2 "2. 
- -2.1 [P,.,,. + [ P2. - t ( 1\i., - p ('Jt > )] ] 
.,.,,_ I - CoS • (23) 
The phase angle associated with R is determined as before 
from (21). This technique for determining reflection 
factor mdgnitude is required due to the fact that dt low 
frequencies two sound pressure minima do not always exist 
in the distance traversed by the microphone. In the 
standing wave tube used in this investigation two sound 
pressure minima cannot be detected at or below 200 Hz. 
Therefore, this technique was used for all reflection 
factor calculations below 200Hz. The computer programs 
for these methods Cdn be found in Appendix 3. 
A sensitive vacuum tube voltmeter was used to read 
sound pressure rndgnitudes. The microphone output was 
passed through o sound level meter and then through d 
sound analyzer before it WdS measured by the voltmeter. 
A sound analyzer with a continuously tuneable 1/10 -
octdve filter was used when taking data at frequencies 
below 200Hz dnd a sound onalyzer with a 1% bandwidth 
filter WoS used for frequencies of 200Hz and above. AJ 1 
measurements were made dS quickly as possible to minimize 
error due to drift. Standing wave drift may be caused 
by varidtions in frequency, temperature, or driver output. 
The location of the sound pressures were measured with 
the cursor and meter stick measuring system. 
C. Trdnsmission Factor Medsurements 
4-7 
From Section I I I, the transmission factor was 
determined by combining the reflection factor data with 
data obtuined from transmission measurements. The trans-
mission measurements consisted of determining the mogni-
tudes of relative phcise angle between the sound pressures 
that exist at known distances on either side of the filter 
or filter element being investigated. Measurements were 
made with the use of the transmission tube apparatus 
constructed by Buckley [3] , Figure 13. The apparatus 
consisted of two 1.87 inch 1.0. brass tubes with microphone 
stations. The microphone stations are fixed cit 18 inches 
from the acoustic filter. These locations are identical 

























Figure 13 Apparatus For Measuring Transmission Factors 
.;:::. 
':l) 
were coupJ~d to either side of thd filter or fi1ter 
~1ement as shown in Fig. (13). 
The same instrumentation as used for reflection 
factor measurements was used to measure the sound pressure 
magnitud~s at each microphone station. Matched micro-
phones were used at the two stations; however, data taken 
with these microphones were modified to account for 
slight differences in microphone response. A precision 
electronic phase meter was used to determine the relative 
phase angle between the two sound pressures. The equip-
ment used in all phases of this investigation is shown in 
Fig. (14). 
0. Ev5!1 uat i on_Qf._i~~~l2.!J.S.hamber 
The expansion chamber (See Section V) was evaluated 
at frequencies of 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, dOO, 
1000, 1200, 1350, and 1500Hz and at flow rates of 0 and 
37 CFM. A1 1 sound pressure and distance measurements 
werL: each measured twice before they were recorded. In 
practically all instances, no deviation between the two 
measurements was observed. If a deviation did occur, th~ 
average of the two measurements was recorded. A11 
measuremL:nts were made in an air conditioned labGratory 
to minimize the effects of t~mperature and humidity 
variations. Therefore, differences in the expansion 
49 
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chamber's acoustic characteristics with and without flow 
were assumed to be due to flow effects. Figures 15 and 16 
compare the expansion chamber's experimental characteristics 
(both with and without flow) to theory.* As can be seen from 
Fig. (15), correlation between experimental and theoretical 
reflection factor and reflection angle is good. There-
flection factor of this expansion chamber with the flow 
termination and no flow was on the average 3% greater than 
the reflection factor of the expansion chamber with the static 
termination. This increase in reflection factor is probably 
due to the slightly greater reflection factor of the flow 
termination. There was also an average of 2 degrees increase 
in reflection phase angle for the flow termination with no 
flow as compared to the static termination. Therefore, 
the flow termination design is comparable to the static 
termination design. The flow rate of 37 CFM caused a 0-11% 
increase in reflection factor over the frequency range 
tested and an average of 3 degrees increase in reflection 
phase anS:Jle. 
Fig. (16) shows that at certain frequencies the 
experimental transmission factor deviates from thea-
ret i ca 1 • It is believed that the deviation below 200 Hz 
*Theoretical characteristics were obtained from derivation 
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is due to the anechoic termination not being completely 
reflection free, (See Section IV) and the low trans-
mission of the expdnsion chamber in this rcinge. The 
magnitude of the transmission factor obtained under such 
conditions would be smaller than the anechoic value if 
the outlet sound pressure was measured near a sound 
pressure minimum and greater than the anechoic vdlue 
if it was measured near a sound pressure maximum. The 
effect on phase angle is unknown. Transmission factor 
deviation from theoretical at 600, 1000, and 1350Hz may 
be due to the rapid rate of change of the reflection 
factor at these frequencies. Since reflection factor 
is used in the calculdtion of transmission factor, d 
discrepdncy in the reflection factor will cause an 
error in transmission fdctor. Sound level variations and 
differences in microphone response may also introduce 
error. At frequencies where correlation is good between 
experimental and theoretical transmission factor, a 
54 
flow rate of 37 CFM caused a 8-19% increase in transmission 
factor. The effect of flow on transmission phase angle 
appears to be unpredictable. 
E. ~valuation of Adjustable Muffler 
The adjustable muffler was evaluated at frequencies 
of 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 
1350, und 1500Hz and with and without flow. A flow 
rat~ of 30 CFM was used. ~eflection dnd transmission 
characteristics with an outlet expansion chamber length 
of 3tt in., inlet c1nd outlet louvers opened and closed, 
dnd with ond without flow are shown in Figures 17 ond 18. 
Characteristics with an outlet expdnsion chamber length 
of 5t; in., inlet and outlet louvers opened and closed, 
dnd with end without flow ore shown in Figures 19 and 20. 
The varying effect of flow on reflection factor at 
200Hz or Jess in Figures 17 and 19 is believed to be 
due to the fact that the anechoic termination is not 
reflection free at these frequencies. Above 200Hz a 
flow rute of 30 CFM coused a 3-6% increase in reflection 
fdctor dnd -10 to a 2 degree change in reflection 
phdse angle. In Fig. (17) the effect of the 3~ in. 
long outlet expdnsion chdmber and louver combination 
Can be seen ut 1000 Hz. Closing tht louvers causes a 
decrease in reflection factor and corresponding increase 
in transmission fdctor. This chdnge suggests that one 
of the resonant modes of the exponsion chamber closed-
louver combination is approximute1y 1000Hz, and 
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Figure 17 Reflection Characteristics of the Adjustable 
Muffler \-.Jtth an Outlet Expansion Chambr..:r Length 
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Figure 18 Transmission Characteristics of the Adjustable 
Muff1er with an Outlet Expansion Chamber Length 
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Figure 19 Reflection Characteristics of the Adjustable 
Muffler with an Outlet Expansion Chamber Length 
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Figur~ 20 Transmission Characteristics of the Adjustab 1 e 
Muffler with an Outlet Expansion Chamber Length 
of 5& lncht.:s 
60 
frequency (Figure 18). A similar effect Cdn be seen 
with 5~ inch long outlet expansion chamber. Increasing 
the length shifts the resonance to a lower frequency, 
and therefore the effect is not as noticeable at 1000 Hz. 
The large devidtion in transmission factor at 1350 Hz, 
shown in Figures 18 and 20, may be due to ci rapid rate 
of change of the reflection factor around 1350Hz or o 
resonant frequency of the system at approximdtely 1350Hz. 
The effect of the 30 CFM flow rate and louvers on trons-
mission phase angle appears to be unpredictable. 
F. Evdludtion of Automobile Muffler 
The automobile replacement muffler was evaluated 
at frequencies of 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 
1000, 1200, 1350, and 1500 Hz, and at flow rates of 0, 
* 23.5 and 30 CFM. Reflection factor, reflection phase 
angle, transmission factor dnd transmission phase angle 
are shown graphically in Figures (21 and 22). From 
Fig. {21) it can be seen that below 600Hz a flow rate 
of 23.5 CFM caused a 5-10% decrease in reflection f6ctor 
magnitude and a 5-10 degree increase in reflection phdse 
angle, while a flow rate of 30 CFM caused a 10-15% 
decrease in reflection fJctor mdgnitude and a 5-10 degree 
*3o CFM was maximum flow with the automobile muffler. 
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Figure 22 Transmission Characteristics of Automobil~ 
Muffler 
increase in reflection phase angle. At 600Hz and abov~, 
a flow rate of 23.5 CFM caused an average of 5% incr~ase 
in reflection factor and an av~rag~ increas~ in r~fl~ction 
phase angle of 6 degrees. A flow rate of 30 CFM caus~d 
a 7.5% decrease to a 3.5% increase in reflection factor 
and -25 to 10 degree change in reflection phase angl~. 
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From Fig. (22) it can be seen that th~ transmission 
factor decreased with an increase in flow rate. In 
general, transmission phase angle also d~creas~d with an 
increase in flow rate. The large deviation in transmission 
factor at 1000 Hz and 1350 Hz may be due to the same 
factors that produced the variations observed with th~ 
experimental analysis of the adjustable muffler, i.e. a 
rapid rate of change of th~ reflection factor n~ar th~se 
frequencies or a muffler resonance at or n~ar 1000 and 
1350Hz. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND KECOMMENDATIONS 
Major conclusions of this investigation can b~ 
summarized as follows: 
1. Standing wave measurements can be made in th~ 
pr8sencc of slow st8ady flow. 
2. A flow rate of 37 CFM increased refl~ction factor 
from 0- 11% and increased transmission factor from 
~ - 19% for a simple expansion chamber. Flo# ~.;::ff..;cts 
should be considered when analyzing expansion chamber 
t ypt2 f i 1 ters common 1 y used \vi th f 1 ovJ. 
3. For a combination of fi lt8r elements evaluat~d and 
* for a typical automotive muffler, a flow rat~ of 30 CFM 
does not have a significant ~ffect on transmission and 
reflection characteristics. 
4. It is recommended that th~ characteristics of 
louvered tubes with flow should b~ investigat~d to 
determin8 their effect when used in combination with 
other filter elements. 
5. It is recommended that in future investigations of 
this type, higher flow rates b8 used to simulate an 
engine under load at high~r speeds. These higher flow rates 
may cause significant changes in filter charact~ristics. 
*Fo~~O cu. in. engine, 30 CFM r2presents a no load 
idle condition. 
6. Since high temperature, os well dS flow, is common 
in many filter applications, it is recommended that 
the combined effects of temperature and flow be investigated. 
7. It is recommended that fi1ter chclracteristics be 
investigated for sound pressure level dependency. This 
may be d couse for deviations in the results of this 
investigation, since sound pressure mdximums of 110- 130 dB 
in the standing wave tube were used. 
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VI l. APPENDICES 
a~~ion Constants ~nd See~of 
~d in Two Inch I.D. Tube 
The attenuation constants and speed of sound used 
for ca1cu1ating were obtdined from the modified Kirchhoff 
equation and Kirchhoff's equation for the sp~ed of sound 
in a tube respectively [28] : 
f .,2. o< = 3. I 8 )( I 0 - .5" - ,. 
where f - frequency in Hz 
r tube radius in centimeters 
and 
where c speed of sound in free space 
r radius of tube centimeters 
f frequency in Hz 
The speed of sound in free space was evaluated for dry 
u7 
air at 74° F and 760 mmHg and has a va1ue of 34,529 em/sec. 
The data are presented below: 
Attenuotion Constant for 
Frequency 2 inch ID Tube (x lO~m) 
50 0.88 
100 1.25 
150 1 • 53 
200 1 . 7 7 




























Noise Due to the Flow System 
After design and construction of the flow system, 
it was necessary to determine the sound level in the 
standing wave tube due to the blower and noise caused 
by air flow around the microphone probe. Spectrums 
(Fig. A) in the frequency range of interest were taken 
with the mufflers used in this investigation dttached to 
the standing wave tube and terminated with the anechoic 
termination. The microphone was located in the center 
of its travel in the standing wave tube. 
From Gatley [8] and automobile engine exhdust sound 
level measurements, sound pressure moximums of 110 to 
130 db in the tube were selected for this investigation. 
As can be seen from the spectrum in Fig. (A} the noise 
due to the air flow or the air flow system was found to 
be between 30 and 50 db below the sound 1eve1 chosen for 
this investigation. With a reflection factor mdgnitude 
of .9 and a standing wave maximum sound pressure of 130 db, 
the minimum would be about 104 db. This is a sufficient 
distance from the air flow noise so that the noise hds 
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Computer Programs for the Ca1cu1ution 
Qf_Sxperimental Reflection Factors 
Two sound pressure minimd cannot be detected at or 
below 200Hz in the 2 inch I.D. stdnding wave tube used 
in this investigation. Therefore, two separate programs 
are required, one for the calculation of reflection 
factor at or below 200Hz and one for the calculation of 
reflection factor above 200Hz. 
The notation and programs follow: 
1) Notation for computer program using two sound 
pressure minima; 
ATT =attenuation constant 
DELTA= correction factor for the differences between 
the measured and actual distances from the 
discontinuity to the sound pressure minimd 
OELTAX=distunce between first and second sound pressure 
minimd 
OELTB = DELTAX 
F - frequency in Hz 
M - number of input data cards 
PHASE: phase angle associated with reflection foetor 
PMAX _ mdximum sound pressure 




calcul a ted rndg n i tude of the r ef l ection f dctor 
negl ec ting dttenu .... tion 
R2 
-
calculated rndgnitude of the reflection factor 
considering the effect of a ttenuation 
RFATT = R2 
RFO = R l 
Xl,X2 =measured location (distd nce from discon tinuity) 
of equal sound pressure mdgnitudes on eith~r 
side of the first sound press ure minimum 
X3 ,X4 meas ured location (distdnce from discontinuity) 
of equd l sound pressure mugnitudes on eithe r 
s ide of the second sound pressure minimum 
XlM IN- ac tual distance from the discontinuity to th ~ 
first sound pressure minimum 
X2MIN- a ctual distance from the discontinuity to the 
second sound p r essure minimum 
XMAX - dct ual distance from th e discontinuity to the 
sound pressure max i mum 
Computer program using two sound pressure minima 
along with d sample of output; 
''1'2. 
/WAT4 MEI40669, TIME OJ, PAGES 010 HUBER TOM 
/CLASS W,PRIORITY 13, READER 2 
C GENERAL PROGRAM FOR REFLECTION FACTORS AND PHASE ANGLES 
C FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 
C SOUND PRESSURE IN VOLTS 
C X IN CENTIMETERS 
C PHASE ANGLE IN DEGREES 
C ATTENUATION FACTOR PER CENTIMETER 
C OUTPUT IS IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER 
WRITE (3,200) 
2 0010 J 1, 32 
3 READ (1, 100)F,PMAX,PMIN,Xl,X2,X3,X4,ATT,DELTA 
4 XlMIN ((X2 Xl)/2.0) DELTA 
5 X2MIN ((X4 X3)/2.0) DELTA 
6 DELTB X2MIN-X1MIN 
7 XMAX (DELTB/2.0) XlMIN 
8 Rl {PMAX-PMIN)/{PMAX PMIN) 
9 A ATT*XlMIN 
10 B ATT*XMAX 
11 C EXP{A) 
12 0 EXP(B) 
13 R2 {(PMAX*C)-(PMIN*D))/((PMAX/C) (PMIN/D) 
14 Z XlMIN/DELTB 
15 DO 2 N 1,99,2 
16 PI 3,1416 
17 PH (2.0*PI*Z)-N*PI 
18 PHASE PH*(180.0/PI) 
1 9 I F ( A B S ( PHASE ) - 3 60 . 0 ) 1 , 1 , 2 
20 2 CONTINUE 
21 l WRITE (3,20l)F,PMAX,PMIN,XlMIN,X2MIN,DELTB,XMAX,~1 ,ATT,R2,PHASE 
----l 
~.) 
22 10 CONTINUE 
23 CALL EXIT 
24 100 FORMAT (9F8.0) 
25 200 FORMAT ( 3X' I FREQUENCY I ' 5X' I PMAX I 'sx' I PM IN I 'sx, I X 1M 1 N I , 6X' I X 2M IN I , 6X 
5' 'DEL TAX ' '5X, l XMAX ' , 7X' I RF 0' '7X' 'ATTENUATION I '4X, I RF ATT I , sx, I PHASE 
6 ANGLE I) 




FREQUENCY PMAX PM IN XlMIN X2MIN OELTAX XMAX RFO ATTENUATION RFATT PHASE ANGLE 
300.0 0.530 o. 120 52.41 111.41 59.01 81.91 0.631 0.217£-03 0.645 139.76 
300.0 o.sso 0. 145 54.90 113.44 58.54 84. 1 7 0. 58 3 0.217£-03 0.596 157.59 
300.0 0.645 o. 163 54.99 113.79 58.81 84.39 0.597 0.217E-03 0.610 156.59 
400.0 0. 311 0.029 43.15 85.83 42.68 64.49 0.829 0.250£-03 0.847 184.05 
. . . 
1500.0 0.358 0.026 42.73 54.35 11.62 48.54 0.865 0.485E-03 0.901 63.82 
1500.0 0.430 0.026 43.07 54.74 11.67 48.91 0.887 0.485E-03 0.925 69.36 
OBJECT CODE 1792 BYTES,ARRAY AREA 0 BYTES, UNUSED 48208 BYTES 
HASP-II JOB STATISTICS-- 65 CAKDS READ-- 71 LINES PKINTED--
OCARDS PUNCHES-- 1.73 SEC CPU TIME 
----1 
2) Notation for computer program using one sound 
pressure minimum and another orbitrary sound pressure; 
AO =calculated mognitude of the incident sound pressure 
wave 
ATT ~attenuation constant 
C -speed of sound in th~ standing wave tube 
F - frequency in Hz 
M - number of input data cards 
PHASE~ phdse angle associdted with the reflection factor 
PMIN =minimum pressure 
PREF = arb i trdry pressure 
RA :calculated magnitude of the reflection foetor 
considering the effect of attenudtion 
RFATT = RA 
RFQ = Cd)culated magnitude of the reflection foetor 
neglecting attenuation 
RO = RFO 
7~ 
XMIN ~ distdnCe of sound pressure minimum from discontinuity 
XREF = arbitrary pressure location reldtive to the minimum 
pressure location 
Computer program using one sound pressure minimum 
dnd another arbitrary sound pressure along with a sdmple 
of output; 
/WAT4 M£140669, TIME OJ,PAGES OJO HUBER, TOM 
/CLASS W,PRIORJTY 13, READER 2 
C PROGRAM T 0 S 0 L 'I E. F OR L 0rJ F R E QUE N C Y ~ E F LE C T l ON FACT OR S 
C AND REFLECTION ANGLES 50-200 CPS 
1 PI 3,1416 
2 W~fTE (3,200) 
3 DO 10 J 1, 16 
4 READ (1, JOO)F,ATT,C,PREF,PMIN,XKEF,XMIN 
5 B (4.0*PI*F)/C 
6 Z B*XMIN 
7 DO 2 N 1,99,2 
8 PH Z·N*PI 
9 PHASE PH*(I80.0/PI) 
10 IF(ABS(PHASE)-360.0)1,1,2 
11 2 CONTINUE 
12 1 ETA B*ABS(XMIN-XREF) 
13 OEM 1.0-COS(ETA) 
14 AO (PMlN SQRT(PMIN**2·(2.0*(PMIN**2-PREF**2)/DEM)))/2.0 
15 RO (AO-PMIN)/AO 
16 RA ((AO*EXP(2.0*ATT*XMIN))·{PMIN*EXP(ATT*XMIN)})/AO 
17 WRITE (3,20l)F,PREF,XREF,PMIN,XMIN,RO,RA,PHASE 
18 10 CONTINUE 
19 CALL EXIT 
20 100 FORMAT(7F10.0) 
21 200 FORMAT(3X, 'FREQUENCY' ,zx, 'PREF' ,ax, 'XREF' ,ax, 'PMIN' ,ax, 'XMIN' ,ax, I 
1 RF 0 I '9X' I RF A TT I '6X' I PHASE I ) 






FREQUENCY PREF XREF PM IN XMIN RFO RFATT PHASE 
50.0 0.600 133.90 0.360 44. 14 0.349 0.354 226.58 
50.0 0.590 133.90 0.335 44.80 0.379 0.384 227.27 
50.0 0.470 133.90 0.280 44.05 0.352 0.357 226.48 
• . . 
. . 
200.0 0.475 53.90 0. 166 82.82 0.528 0.550 167.47 
OBJECT CODE 1624 BYTES,ARKAY AREA 0 BYTES, UNUSED 48376 BYTES 
HASP-11 JOB STATISTICS-- 43 CARDS READ-- 49 LINES PKINTED 
OCAROS PUNCHED-- 1.06 SEC. CPU TIME 
/END 
Apeendix 4 
Computer Program for the Calculation of 
Exgerimental Transmission Factors 
The grdphiccll calculation of the experimental trdns-
mission factor, presented in Section I I I, is adapted to 
digital computer solution by the use of complex numbers 
and phosor notation. 
The notation and the program follow: 
A~ phase angle between BO and Bl -z 
ANGLE= calculated reflection factor phase angle expressed 
in radians 
AO- incident sound pressure wave at discontinuity inlet 
with assumed value of one ond phase angle zero 
Al -calculated incident sound pressure wave dt x 1 
A2- calculated transmitted wave at outlet of discontinuity 
ATT = attenudtion constant 




calculated reflected sound pressure wave at XI 
Cl 
-
CCilculated total sound pressure at x, 
C2 
-
calculated total sound pressure at x2. 
ex - measured relative phase angle between Pl and P2 
-
expressed in radians 
DELTA- distance between first and second sound pressure 
minima or 0.5 times the wave length 
F- frequency in Hz 
M - number of input data cards 
P- calculated transmission phdse angle expressed in degrees 
Pl = measured va]ue of the sound pressure dt the microphone 
station located at x 1 on the inlet side of the 
d i s con t i n u i t y 
P2 = measured Vdlue of the sound pressure at the microphone 
station located at x 2 on the outlet side of the 
discontinuity 
R- mdgnitude of calculoted reflection factor considering 
the effects of attenuation 
RANG= calculated reflection factor phase angle expressed 
in degrees 
RO ~complex value of the calculated reflection foetor 
RP = pressure ratio PZ/pl 
TANG- measured relative phase angle between Pl and P2 
expressed in degrees 
VAL= calculated magnitude of the transmission factor 
W1 =distance from the discontinuity inlet to the microphone 
station located at x 1 on the inlet side of the 
d i s con t i n u i t y 
W2 ~distance from the discontinuity outlet to the 
microphone station located at x~on the outlet 
side of the discontinuity 
Z = phase angle between AO and Al due to path distance Wl 
Z2 ~ phase angle between C2 and A2 due to path distance WZ 
Note: Anechoic conditions are assumed to exist at the 
muffler outlet. 
/WAT4 ME140669, TIME OJ, PAGES 010 Huber, Tom JOB 59 
/CLASS W, PRIORITY 13, READER 2 
C GENERAL PROGRAM TO SOLVE FOR TRANSMISSION FACTORS AND 
C TRANSM\SS\ON ANGLES 
1 COMPLEX RO,BO,Y,Al,V,Bl,Cl,Z1,Yl,A2, COMPLEX, CEXP 
2 WRITE(3,200) 
3 PI 3.1416 
4 DOlO J 1, 72 
5 READ(1,100)F,ATT,R,RANG,DELTA,Wl,W2,Pl,P2,TANG 
6 AO 1. 0 
7 ANGLE RANG/57.3 
8 Fl R*COS(ANGLE) 
9 F2 R*SIN(ANGLE) 
10 RO CMPLX(Fl ,F2) 
11 BO RO*AO 
12 Z (PI*Wl)/DELTA 
13 Y CMPLX{O.O,Z) 
14 01 ATT*W1 
15 01P EXP(01) 
16 Al 01P*AOCEXP(Y) 
17 A -1.0*Z 
18 V CMPLX(O.O,A) 
19 02 -01 
20 D2P EXP(02) 
2 l B 1 0 2 P* B 0* C EX P ( V ) 
22 Cl Al Bl 
2 3 R P P2 I P 1 
24 CX TANG/57.3 
25 Zl CMPLX{O.O,CX) 
26 C2 Cl*RP*CEXP(Zl) 
27 03 ATT*W2 
28 03P EXP(03) 
....... 
29 Z2 (PI*W2)/DELTA 
30 Yl CMPLX{O.O,l2) 
31 A2 D3P*C2*CEXP(Y1) 
32 G REAL(A2) 
33 H AIMAG(A2) 
34 VAL SQRT(G**2 H**2) 
35 IF(G)12,13,12 
36 13 IF( H) 14, 14,15 
3 7 14 p -90.0 
38 GO TO 20 
39 15 p 90.0 
40 GO TO 20 
41 12 P {ATAN2(ABS(H),ABS(G)))*57.3 
42 IF (G) 91 , 1 7, 1 7 
43 91 IF(H)18,18,19 
44 1 7 I F ( H ) 2 1 , 2 1 , 2 0 
45 18 P P-180.0 
46 GO TO 20 
47 19 P 180.0-P 
48 GO TO 20 
49 21 P -l.O*P 
50 20 WRITE(3,20l)F,R,RANG,VAL,P 
51 10 CONTINUE 
52 CALL EXIT 
53 100 FORMAT(lOF?.O) 
54 200 FORMAT( 3X' 'FREQUENCY I' 3X' 'REFLECT I ON FACTOR I' 3X' 'REFLECT I ON ANGLE I 
1,3X, 'TRANSMISSION FACTOR' ,3X, 'TRANSMISSION ANGLE') 
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HASP-II JOB STATISTICS-- 99 CARDS READ-- 105 LINES PRINTED-- 0 CARDS PUNCHED--





List of Equipment 
1. General Radio Co. Beat-Frequency Audio Generator, 
Type 1304-B Seriu1 No. 3276. 
2. General Radio Co. Sound and Vibration Analyzer, 
Type 1564-A, Serial No. 1184. 
3. General Radio Co. Gr6phic Level Recorder, 
Type 1521-B, Seridl No. 2369. 
4. General Radio Co. Sound Level Meter, Type 1551-C, 
Serid] No. 4671. 
5. General Radio Co. Sound Level Cal ibrdtor, 
Type 1562-A, Seridl No. 322. 
6. Genera] Radio Co. Cerdmic Microphone, Type 1560-p5, 
Serid] No. 1601. 
7. General Radio Co. Ceramic Microphone, Type 1560-2131, 
Seridl No. 8925. 
8. Genera] Radio Co. Ceramic Microphone, Type 1560-2131, 
Serial No. 8902. 
9. Genera] Radio Co. Predmpl ifier, Type 1560-p 40. 
10. Generd1 Radio Co. Electronic Counter, Type 1191, 
Serial No. 00150. 
11. General Radio Co. Electric Counter, Type 1191-B, 
Serid1 No. 00464. 
12. Generd1 Radio Data Recorder, Type 1525-A, Serial 
No. 119. 
13. General Radio Co. Wave Analyzer, 1% Bandwidth, 
Type 1568-t\, Serial No. 119. 
14. Ling Electronics Electronic Voltmeter, Type 2416, 
Model VTVM-2, Ser iu1 No. 186526. 
34 
15. AD YU Electronics, Inc. Precision Phcise Meter, 
Type 406L, Serial No. 3399 L. 
16. Dynokit Mark IV 40 watt Amp1 ifier, Serio) No. 8741024. 
17. James B. Lansing Sound Inc. High Frequency Driver, 
Model 375 HP, Serial No. 8257. 
18. Dwyer Flex-tube Manometer, Series 25. 
19. Fan Bonat Inc. Power Pack Blower, No. 7021-1300. 
20. Shure Mode) 555 Unidyne Dynamic Microphone. 
21. Modern Engineering Co. Welding Oxygen Pressure 
RegulC1tor, Type P, 3000 psi Inlet Gauge, 50 psi 
Outlet Gauge. 
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